The Last Unicorn (Third book in the Dragon Keepers series)

Book Three of the Dragon Keepers seriesA
lone boatman in a row boat finds his way
through the ghost mist and what he sees
when he reaches the other side scares him
more then anything ever has. He returns to
his ship and conveys to the captain what he
observed.Merlin and Aeem visit the secret
garden and find each others heart. They
find a unicorn which is sick and dying and
discover it is the last unicorn alive on
earth.Merlin travels to the world of
unicorns to retrieve the delavae plant which
is needed to save the life of the last
unicorn.Captain Blackpatch brings an
armada of ships with him to attack the
peaceful cove where the dragon keepers are
living in hopes of capturing a few of the
dragons there.When Merlin returns from
the world of unicorns he finds Aeem in
paril not knowing that the dragons and his
family and friends are under attack in the
valley just off in the distance.Merlin saves
the last unicorn but loses most everything
that is dear to him in the world. Will
Merlin take vengience and go after Captain
Blackpatch and those who helped destroy
his family? The Dragon Keepers book
series - Honor of the Tome, Demise of
Dragons Gate, The Last Unicorn Dragon
Keepers IV - The myth of Green Snake
Merlin the Wizard - also known as Merlin
the Magician Unicorn legend - the last
unicorn Arthurian myth, mythology, legend
- Merlin receives Excalibur from the Lady
of the LakeThe adventure with Merlin
continues to unfold...
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